Synaptogenesis in the retina of the cat.
We have studied the development of synapses in the retina of the cat from E(embryonic day)21 to adulthood. The inner plexiform layer (IPL) could be distinguished by E36, but at this age no synapses had formed, although compact processes had formed in the IPL and membrane specialisations had developed in adjacent processes. Conventional synapses form in the IPL from E45 and become increasingly numerous and differentiated over subsequent weeks. Extracellular space and cellular debris were prominent during the formation of these synapses. The conventional synapses appear to form principally between amacrine cells until E56, when ganglion cell dendrites could be identified as postsynaptic processes. Ribbon synapses characteristic of bipolar cells were identified around birth, suggesting that bipolar cells do not form synapses until that age. The outer plexiform layer (OPL) could be distinguished in central retina at E56. Extracellular space, debris of degenerating cells and mounds of agranular vesicles were prominent at this age but synapses were not observed until E59, when cone pedicles formed ribbon synapses onto horizontal cell processes. The first synapses clearly formed by spherules, also onto horizontal cells, were seen at E62. The central process of the postsynaptic triad, considered to be the dendrite of a bipolar cell, was first observed in both cone pedicles and rod spherules around birth, again suggesting that bipolar cells do not enter into synaptic arrangements until that age. Synaptogenesis in the OPL shows a strong centro-peripheral gradient; its initial stages were observed centrally in the late E50's but synapse formation was not complete in the retinal periphery until P(postnatal day)7 or later. We could not detect a centro-peripheral gradient in the formation of conventional synapses in the IPL, but the formation of ribbon synapses in this layer began centrally at birth and in the mid-periphery at P5. In summary, the first synapses to form in the retina are those which spread information laterally within the plexiform layers, between amacrine cells and from receptor to horizontal cells. The cells which carry information centrally, in particular bipolar cells, enter into synaptic arrangements considerably later. Further, retinal cells seem to form synapses in a distinct sequence: first amacrines, then receptors and lastly bipolar cells.